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Itzlacoliuhque
Itzlacoliuhque is the Aztec god of Obsidian knives. While not strictly a blacksmith, he is a god of bladesmithing, so qualifies for inclusion in our saga of
blacksmith-related deities. He is identified as an aspect of Quetzalcoatl, the
feathered serpent god thought to have been the principle Aztec god. PreColumbian Mesoamericans' use of obsidian was extensive and sophisticated,
including carved and worked obsidian for tools and decorative objects. Mesoamericans also made a type of sword with obsidian blades mounted in a
wooden body. Called a macuahuitl, the weapon was capable of inflicting terrible injuries, combining the sharp cutting edge of an obsidian blade with the
ragged cut of a serrated weapon. Obsidian is used in cardiac surgery, as wellcrafted obsidian blades have a cutting edge many times sharper than highquality steel surgical scalpels, with the edge of the blade being only about 3
nanometers wide. Even the sharpest metal knife has a jagged, irregular blade
when viewed under a strong enough microscope. When examined under an
electron microscope an obsidian blade is still smooth and even. One study
found that obsidian produced narrower scars, fewer inflammatory cells, and
less granulation tissue than regular scalpels.
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President’s Report
By: Charlie Dowdeswell

With recognition of all members
past and present,
a very big thank you as VIBA celebrates its 21st anniversary year.
Hello Everyone,
Our first demo of the year, the Luxton Pro Rodeo is now successfully
placed into the history archives,
thanks to Dan who has now a
chaired his first Fair, as well as volunteers, Benoit, Charlie D., Charlie
L., Don, Ian, Keith, Neil, Ray,
Skip, Wayne and Willie. [apologies
if I missed anyone] for making the
event successful and fun. This is
always the event that helps us to get
the minor kinks out of the way so we
are well prepared for the summer. [a
demo by Skip on making mini horseshoes was well received].
Willie is keeping an eye on our production items required for sales
while Dave is in the process of 'stock
taking' the 'Flyin' Forge'. Along
with Willie, and anyone else who
may drop by, the Flyin' Forge will
Submissions & Contributions be routed out and, hopefully, only
leaving the necessities so it is ready
Submissions to “Forge” can be
made at any monthly meeting for all of our out-of-town summer
events. With gas prices where they
or by snail mail to:
are we certainly don't want to be
VIBA - The Editor
1040 Marwood Avenue
packing extra 'junque' around the
Victoria, BC Canada
countryside.
V9C 3C4
Our next demo, The Langford
OR
Summer Festival [previously LavEmail: dgillett@shaw.ca ender Days] will take place on July
12 and 13, from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on
Saturday and 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on

Sunday. The Flyin' Forge will be set
up on Friday the 11th. If those who
would like to help could get in touch
with me by the June meeting that
would be great.
The Coombs Fall Fair, slated for
August 9 and 10th, is our next large
demo and the farthest afield. This is
one of my favourites as it is mostly
about the 4-H members and a menagerie of animals – great fun.
I received an e-mail giving an address for the Ivan –Frankivisk
Blacksmith Festival 2008, held in
Europe a short while ago. Http://
www.flickr.com/
photos/26873051@N03/ which I understand is a temporary one for
Http://www.spilkakovaliv.org/ until
they get their photos organized and
on-site.
After the last meeting, Dan O. demonstrated the making of an 8 pound
metal working Hammer that will be
used for forming, stretching and
shaping steel plate. A very impressive demo that I'm sure will result in
several of these hammers, of various
shapes, being made in the shop.
After the June 29 meeting Dave is
going to present a welding demonstration which I'm sure this will be
of more than just passing interest to
everyone.
Be prepared for Dave W. to call, if
he hasn't already, to put your name
down for days and times you can
volunteer for the various Fairs/
rodeos so he can give the info to
Dennis to put into the Forge. This
really helps the organizers when
they have an idea of how many helpers are coming and when. Thanks.
Take care, Charlie
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Secretary’s Report
By: Charlie Low

Viba Meeting May 25, ‘08
Show and tell: Charlie D brought in a toasting fork
made by his uncle Fred, possibly for a test while apprenticing as a blacksmith.
Dave brought a key ring for the key to the flying forge.
It was a length of stainless steel wire, joined with hammered copper, and featuring a flying anvil, to help people to remember to put it back. He also brought in a
railing for the front steps of a friend. The escutcheons
were cut out with a torch, and plug welded to the three
pieces of ½ inch round stock which supported the rail.
The rail itself was about 1 ¼ inch flat stock, nicely
hammered at the ends, and he had made a jig to make
sure the angle at which the supports were welded on
was identical from one support to the next.
Dennis brought in a beautiful knife- he called it a
“Sinbad knife” I am thinking scimitar. It had his name
etched on the blade with a decorative motif near the tip,
and a cast aluminum handle, with an Arabic inscription
etched in. It was made from a piece of high temperature, high pressure, stainless steel pipe.
Steve brought in some H13 chisels, and an original Uri
Hoffi hammer
Dan brought a mouthful of grizzly bear teeth- not just
the teeth, but the entire mouth including the palate.
They are too big for the bear head he is working on, so
he needs to make a smaller set for it, and then a larger
head to fit those teeth.
Ray brought in several horse shoes, at least 2 of them
obviously hand made and all old looking. He suggested
that they be held for sale at fairs.
Minutes: no errors or omissions
No business arising
New business: The URL for the Ukrainian Blacksmith
association will be on our website soon
Dave has been making a list of what is, and what
should be, in the flying forge, and handed round the list
to see what people could identify as errors or omissions, or would like to see added. Skip suggested that
another anvil or two would make work easier, and the
consensus was that they could be added.
Dennis said that Frank Clayton would like to have a

coal forge loaned to the Historic Artifacts people. After
some discussion, it was agreed that we should put our
name, and Quantlan College’s name on all the forges
before they were loaned out. The loan was then approved. We will also set up a registry of where the
forges are, just like the library books, so that we, at least,
will still remember that they are out on loan, not given
away in fee simple.
Another two forges will be loaned to the Island
Oak High School in Duncan, as the instructor and one of
the students have taken Neil’s course as a precondition.
Willy pointed out that in many, if not all the
forges, some welding will be required under the concrete
that is the current working surface, as it was poured on
thin sheet metal which has deteriorated over time.
New member: Lowell Henricks
Announcement: Steve is the Canadian representative for
An Yang power hammers. An information pack will be
included in the newsletter, and there will be copies in the
forge.
Committee Reports: Dan: the Luxton Rodeo went well.
There were lots of demonstrators on hand, everyone had
a lovely time hammering away, and while we did not
make our fortune selling all the wonderful blacksmith
art we made, this was not unexpected, and we did sell
some, and at good prices.
Dave: Names are being taken for people to demo at
Coombs and Nanaimo. Marty has trailer hauling capability, and Jim Montgomery’s old truck can be called on
if needed, as Doris still has it and has offered to help out
when and if. Keith pointed out that people who plan to
camp in commercial locations should book now as the
spaces are filling up fast.
Skip: the library is OK
Don: We can always use more mini horseshoes for sale
at fairs. Steve donated a campfire cooking tripod for the
fairs.
Norm: The treasury is fine, and there is a whole bunch
of money left over from CanIRON too. We are in contact with Curtis Evans in Calgary about the next CanIRON. Nothing has been engraved in stone, but they may
well hold it in April at the Stampede Grounds. When
they get organized, we will forward their seed money.
Dennis asked about the shop extension. Neil took the
plans to the MFI board meeting. They will be considering them until the next meeting, which will be a week
Tuesday. We may have to make the extension from the
middle of the shop, due to set-back requirements from
the creek.
We adjourned, and after a bit of chatter, went and
watched Dan demonstrate making a big sheet metal
hammer.
Chas
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Show and Tell

Photos by D Gillett

Charlie’s uncle Fred’s blacksmith exam fork
Presumably he passed as he did become a blacksmith

Rays horseshoe
Dave’s Key ring

Dan Orton’s grizzly teeth
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Dennis’ scimitar

Steve Hansl brought some h13
chisels, a Uri Hoffi hammer,
campfire tripod and his business card as an Anyang Canada
dealer
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Hammer Demo by Dan Orton
We are all familiar with Dan’s animal heads, made from sheet metal using various hammers
and stakes. Here he shares his hammer making secrets. Learn form the master!

Basic pattern with actual hammer
shown below the pattern

Hammer head is slightly curved
with the face lining up with the
end of the handle as shown

1. upset one end of a truck axle by
pounding into the anvil at a slight angle
turning a few degrees each blow

2. measure against pattern for size
and to estimate the length needed to
produce an equal upset on the other
6
end

3. cut off an appropriate length and
upset the other end

It helps to have a pair of tongs that
fit the previously upset end.

Remember that it does make a difference
whether you hit the hot end or hit the opposite end when upsetting. Hitting the hot
end produces mushrooming with v-shaped
sides. Hitting the cold end with the hot
end down produces a more uniform bulge
with more parallel sides. Use both methods to produce the shape you want

4. Upset the middle of the bar. Heat
the entire bar then quench the ends.
Dan has not had trouble quenching
like this as the quench does not
travel thru the entire thickness of the
bar. The hot middle re-heats the
ends. He has not shattered one yet.

It really helps to have
someone to help
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5. Keep everything straight when upsetting
the middle. Do all of the upsetting before
making the eye

6. Punch the eye after squaring up the middle
upset. A little coal dust in the punch hole
helps prevent sticking. Remove and quench
the punch frequently. I helps to have a long
punch/drift to keep your hand away from the
heat.
Check against the pattern as you go to
keep the slight curve in the hammer
head. The curve can be modified when
punching the eye by using a swage
block underneath to support the head
with various sized holes.
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Again, it helps to have some
help...quite trusting help judging
by the position of his hand.

7. Square up the hammer
head behind the two faces
then create an octagon.
Dan likes to finish the faces
– one ball end and one flat
end with a hammer as much
as possible, rather than filing or grinding smooth.
Hopefully we will see the
finished product in show
and tell next month
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Vancouver Island Blacksmith Association
Membership Application
Name: ______________________________
Address: ____________________________
City: __________ Prov./State: __________
Post/Zip Code: _______________________
Email: ______________________________
Phone: (_____) _______________________
Fax: (_____) _________________________
Are you a:

New Member [ ]

Renewal [ ]

[ ] Regular Membership $30.00 Annually
[ ] Contributory Member $100.00 Annually
Members are required to sign a Liability Waiver
Make cheques or money orders payable to:
Vancouver Island Blacksmith Assoc. (VIBA)
1040 Marwood Avenue
Victoria, BC CANADA
V9C 3C4

Artist Blacksmiths Assoc. of North America
Membership Application
Name: ________________________________
Address: ______________________________
City: ______________ State/Prov.: _______
Zip/Postal Code: _______________________
Phone: (_____) ________________________
Fax: (_____) __________________________
[ ] Full Time Student……….........….$35./year
[ ] Regular Membership….........…….$45./year
[ ] Senior Citizen (age 65+)…........…$40./year
[ ] Overseas Surface Mail….......……$60./year
[ ] Oversea Air Mail............................$80./year
[ ] Contributory Membership............$100./year
[ ] Public Library Subscription...........$35./year

Credit Card Payment
Card No. _______________________
[ ] Visa [ ] Mastercard
Expiry Date: ____________________
Signature: ______________________
by Phone: 865-546-7733
Mail: ABANA, P.O. Box 3425,
Knoxville,TN,USA, 37927-3425

The Aztec Macuahuitl
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